This is ACCNITE onDemand
Your Investor Relations CRM in one place
Connect your proprietary data with our database, analyse and act upon
comprehensive investor insights. Expand your investor base assisted by the
AI powered investor targeting tool. Track your meeting schedules or
organize no-broker roadshows yourself. Understand investor perception
and make it easy for investors to provide feedback. Improve team
collaboration and simplify board reporting – all in one integrated investor
relations software.

Shareholder ID
Analyse the behaviour of your institutional
investors on an ongoing basis using the
extensive shareholder database and benefit
from detailed investor profiles.

Investor Targeting with Artificial
Intelligence
The engine’s algorithms identify investors for
you. Learn which accounts are most relevant
based on scoring and portfolio metrics.

CRM for Investor Relations
Benefit from a variety of important features,
that support you in building long-term
relationships with the right investors.

Event Management
Digitally map your investor meetings or
simply arrange your appointments directly
using the integrated meeting management
module.

Feedback
The fully digitized feedback process makes it
easy for your investors to provide feedback
and gives you a continuous overview of
investor perceptions.

Reporting
Generate automated board reports on event
level as well as on periodic reporting.

Build lasting investor relationships
Allow for efficient meeting preparation to
make the most of your air time with
investors. Connect your engagement history
with our comprehensive data on assets
under responsibility, portfolio KPIs,
investment behaviour and investor potential.

Analytics
Keep track of your team's activities and
measure their impact. Learn from your own
work by connecting your proprietary data
with shareholder activities.

With ACCNITE onDemand you will benefit from the
ease of use and cost advantage allowing you to
deploy your resources meaningfully and increase
your team’s productivity.

ACCNITE onDemand features at a glance.
Connected Data

Investor Relations CRM

Support

✓

Shareholder ID & analytics

✓

Contact management

✓

Support & helpdesk

✓

Dashboard summaries

✓

Interaction tracking

✓

Getting started package

✓

AI powered investor targeting

✓

Email integration

✓

Historic data integration

✓

Global investor data

✓

Event organisation

✓

Best-in-class case studies

✓

>235,000 Industry contacts

✓

Feedback automation

✓

Customization

✓

>140,000 Investment funds

✓

Collaboration tools

✓

User centric development

✓

>30,000 Institutions

✓

Workflow automation

✓

Fund level analytics

✓

Upload, connect and convert

Try it yourself.
We offer interested users a free 21day trial phase. Our experts will be
glad to provide you with advice and
support during the trial phase so
that you can get to know all facets
of the application.

Empower your IR team to effectively engage
with investors.
Your ability to attract and retain high-quality investors is key to optimize your costs
of capital long term. ACCNITE onDemand’s investor relations software has been
designed bottom-up to meet your goals. Our investor relations CRM helps you
understand your current investor base, target additional investors aligned with
your investment story and supports your day-to-day tasks to effectively engage
and measure your impact.

Cloud-based software as a service solution
tailored to your needs.
Select the package best suited to meet your goals.
Basic

Professional

Master
✓

Investor Targeting with AI
Shareholder ID

✓

✓

CRM for Investor Relations

✓

✓

✓

Event Management

✓

✓

✓

Feedback

✓

✓

✓

Analytics

✓

✓

✓

Collaboration

✓

✓

✓

Support & Helpdesk

✓

✓

✓

Call us to receive a quote.
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